Abstract -Since a logic circuit often has too many paths to test delay of all paths in the circuit, it is necessary for path delay testing to limit the number of paths to be tested. Paths to be tested should be ones with large delay that more likely cause a fault. In addition, a test set for the paths are required to detect other models of faults as many as possible. In this paper, we investigate criteria of path selection for path delay testing. We first define typical two criteria to be investigated here, and then experimentally show the feature of paths selected with each criterion, with respect to fault coverage of other delay fault models. From our experiments, we observe that test patterns for the longest paths cannot cover many other faults such as gate delay faults or segment delay faults.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is getting more and more important for high perforemance VLSIs to test the timing behavior of manufactured circuits. DC functional test such as scan test can detect static faults such as stuck-at faults, but not detect dynamic faults such as delay faults. There are some fault models for delay faults, which are transition fault, gate delay fault, segment delay fault, and path delay fault [1] . Among them, the path delay fault model has an advantage because it models localized as well as distributed excessive delays. Hence, test patterns generated for path delay faults can detect many defects such as stuck-at faults or other delay faults. From these reasons, we can attain high quality test by testing path delay faults.
Though it is ideal that all the path delay faults are tested by a test set, it is actually difficult to test all path delay faults of a circuit. This is because the numb er of paths can be exponential in the circuit size, and is typically very large. In addition, there is a case that most of the path delay faults are untestable [2] , [3] . In order to generate test patterns for path delay faults, it is considered to limit the number of paths to be tested before test generation [4] [5] [6] [7] .
When selecting paths to be tested, it is desirable to satisfy the following three conditions:
(1) Signal propagation delay of the selected paths is large. ( 2) The selected paths are testable. (3) Test patterns for the selected paths have high fault coverage for other models of faults like stuck-at faults or other delay faults.
Even if we test paths extracted by a static timing analyzer, it is insufficient to detect delay defects of the circuit because conditions (2) and (3) are not considered enough.
A path selection method which is taking on account of conditions (1) and (2) has been proposed in [7] . The method deals with condition (1) such that, for each line in the circuit, all the longest paths through the line are included in the set of selected paths. As for condition (2) , the method avoids selecting untestable paths as target paths. However, condition (3) was not considered at all.
In this paper, we experimentally investigate how the difference of criteria for path selection influences detection of delay defects modeled as other faults. If a test set for path delay faults selected with a criterion can detect more faults of other fault models, high quality test can be attained. In this paper we first define two criteria to be investigated; one is that the predefined number of longer paths of the circuit is selected in order of the path length. Another criterion is that, for each line in the circuit, all the longest paths through the line are selected similarly to [4] , [7] . In order to evaluate each criterion, we then apply path selection procedures based on each criterion for ISCAS benchmark circuits, and compare the feature of paths selected with each criterion, with respect to coverage of other delay fault models. From our experiments, we observe that tests for the longest paths cannot cover many other faults such as gate delay faults or segment delay faults. Also we observe that testing paths selected with the later criterion covers most of other models of faults as well as path delay faults for the longest paths of the circuit This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review delay fault models and describe faults detected by path delay testing. In Section 3, we present path selection criteria to be investigated in this paper. In Section 4, we discuss the features of the criteria from experimental results for ISCAS benchmark circuits. Finally we give a conclusion in Section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Delay fault models
In this paper, we aim at a combinational circuit or a full scan sequential circuit, and assume single faults. There are some delay fault models that have been developed to [8] . The g ate delay fault model describes excessive switching delay of a logic gate [9] . The path delay fault model describes excessive propagation delay of a path between a primary input (or a pseudo primary input) and a primary output (or a pseudo primary output) of a circuit [10] . The segment delay fault describes excessive propagation delay of successive lines, that is a partial path [11] . For a path P, if line l i is included in P, l i is referred to as an on-path input of P. A line l j is referred to as an off-path input associated with on-path input l i of P if l j is not an on-input but it drives a gate G that is also driven by l i . When an input vector that assigns non-controlling values on every off-input of the path exists, regardless of the final value of the on-input of the path, we call the path P non-robust testable path. When no input vectors that enable the path P to be non-robust testable exist, we call the path P non-robust untestable path. Some methods for identifying untestable paths have been presented in [2, 3, [12] [13] [14] . Also it has been reported that most of the path delay faults in circuits with large number of paths are untestable. Note that while untestable paths identified by these methods are certainly untestable, other paths are not necessarily testable. A path not identified as untestable is referred to as a potentially testable path [7] .
The length of path P, in this paper, is defined as a time of the accumulated gate delay on P, where delay time of each gate is used in a given cell library. Hence the longest path is one with the largest delay time.
B. Faults detected by path delay testing
If path delay faults were detected by a test set, many defects on the paths would be detected simultaneously. For example in a circuit of Fig. 1 , a path delay fault on path a-c-e-g with rising transition is detected by test patterns (a,b,d,f) =(0,0,1,1), (1,0,1,1). The test patterns also detect segment delay faults on a-c-e-g as well as gate delay faults at G0, G1, G2. Thus, if all path delay faults of the circuit were tested, most of delay defects would be detected. Therefore, we can attain high quality test by a test set for the path delay faults. However it is impractical to test all path delay faults of the circuit, because the number of paths is typically very large. Hence, it is considered to limit the number of paths to be tested before test generation.
By limiting paths to be tested to a part of paths of the circuit, some delay defects on a path that was not tested may not be detected. Therefore depending on criterion of path selection, fault coverage for delay defects would be changed.
In the following sections, we investigate two criteria for path selection.
III. PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
As a set of paths to be tested, it is desirable to select paths that more likely cause a timing defect, i.e., longer paths should be selected. And the set of paths should not contain untestable paths. A procedure to select longest potentially testable paths is given in [7] . In order to evaluate how test patterns for the selected paths have high fault coverage for other models of faults, we consider two criteria for path selection as follows:
Criterion 1: Select N longest paths in order of the path length.
Note that N is a predefined arbitrary number and paths selected are potentially testable. We illustrate the outline of this criterion in Fig. 3 . In this criterion, we first search the longest path in a circuit ( Fig. 3 (a) ). Next, we search the next longest path and repeat this process until the number of selected path reaches to N (Fig. 3 (b) ).
When we employ Criterion 1, the length of every selected path is longer than the length of any unselected path. Therefore, the probability that the selected paths are faulty would be higher than that of unselected one. On the other hand, the selected paths may not be distributed all over the circuit and may locally be concentrated in some area.
The other criterion is given below:
Criterion 2: For each line of the circuit, select all the longest paths through the line.
Note that only potentially testable paths are selected too. We illustrate the outline of this criterion in Fig. 4 . In this criterion, we first set a target line, and mark the lines of which the transition is reachable from/to the target line ( Fig.  4 (a) ). Next, we select the longest path consisting of the marked lines (Fig. 4 (b) ). When we employ Criterion 2, the selected paths would be distributed uniformly all over the circuit. On the other hand, an unselected path may be longer than a selected path.
A longest path for a line is sometimes the same as that of for another line [7] . For example in Fig. 1, the 
Criterion 2 can be changed as follows:
Criterion 2': For each line that is a primary input or a fanout branch of the circuit, select all the longest paths through the line.
We refer to Criterion 2' as Criterion 2 in the rest of the paper.
We give examples of path selection with the above criteria. Given a circuit in Fig. 2 , Table 1 
then paths c-d-f-j-l-o-p, a-e-i-j-l-o-p and b-f-j-l-o-p are selected.
If N is five, the four longest paths and arbitrary one of the paths with length two are selected.
If Criterion 2 is applied for the circuit, seven paths given in Table 2 are selected. In this case, the longest path for line a is the same as that for line i. Similarly, the longest path for line c and line l is identical. Thus the number of selected paths is seven although the amount of primary inputs and fanout branches are nine. If there is more than one longest path for a line, all the paths are selected.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Experiment
We implemented the path selection method with both criteria described above using C programming language on a PC (Pentium III 1GHz, 1152MB memory, OS: Free BSD 4.5) and applied it to ISCAS benchmark circuits. For selected paths with each criterion, we compared coverage for segments and investigated the difference of the selected paths each other. In order to make a fair comparison, we set the number of selected paths N in Criterion 1 to the same one with selected paths with Criterion 2. Path selection with Criterion 1 is repeated until the number of selected paths reaches to N. Also we avoided selecting non-robust untestable paths by using the partial path sensitization [7] , i.e., all the selected paths are potentially non-robust testable.
B. Coverage for segment delay faults Table 3 and Table 4 show results with Criterion 1 and Criterion 2, respectively. In the tables, the first three columns shows the circuit name, the number of paths of the circuit and the number of selected paths, respectively. The remaining columns give coverage of segments when segment length is 1 to 3. When the segment length is 1, each segment means a line. Hence if a selected path passes through the line, transition faults on the path would be detected by test patterns to detect the path delay fault. In Table 3 and Table 4 , the column head "#lines" shows the number of lines of the circuit, and the column head "#covered lines" shows the number of lines through that selected paths. The column head "%coverage" shows the percentage of covered lines by the selected paths. When the segment length is 2, each segment means successive two lines. Hence if a selected path passes through the segment, gate delay faults on the pass would be detected by test patterns to detect the path delay fault. Not only gate delay faults but also segment delay faults consisting of a fanout stem and its fanout branch can be included in the case of segment length=2. When the segment length is 3, each segment means successive three lines on which at least one gate is included.
From Table 3 we can observe that the paths selected with Criterion 1 could not cover more than 70% of segments on the average. We can also imagine that the paths concentrate in parts around critical paths of the circuit. Therefore, a test set for the paths would miss a lot of delay defects such as transition faults or gate delay faults.
On the other hand, we can observe from Table 4 that the paths selected with Criterion 2 cover almo st all segments of the circuit. Therefore, a test set for the path delay faults would have high fault coverage for stuck-at faults, transition faults, and gate delay faults. Even for segment delay faults, the test set would keep high fault coverage when segment 
C. Overlap of selected paths
Some paths selected with Criterion 2 are not included in the set of paths selected with Criterion 1. Such paths are shorter than any path selected with Criterion 1. However, there are many paths that are selected with both criteria. In Table 5 we shows how paths selected are overlapped with the both criteria. The column headed #overlapped paths in Table 5 shows the number of paths that are selected with both Criterion 1 and Criterion 2, and the column headed %overlapped paths shows the percentage of the overlapped paths. While the percentage of the overlapped paths was different depending on the circuit, it was less than 40% for 11 of 14 benchmark circuits. In short, paths selected with Criterion 2 do not include many longer paths of the circuit. However, it is theoretically guaranteed that the longest paths of the circuit are included in the paths selected with Criterion 2. Furthermore, the longer the length of a path selected with Criterion 1 was, the higher the percentage of the overlapped path was. We divided the paths selected with Criterion 1 into ten subsets such that each subset contains 10% from the longer paths, and showed, in Fig. 5 average for all the benchmark circuits. Thus, even if we select paths with criterion 2, many longer paths in the circuit are selected.
D. CPU time Table 6 shows the result of CPU time with this experiment. From the table 6, we can observe that path selection by Criterion 2 is faster than Criterion 1 almost all benchmark circuits. Also, for large circuits, the difference of CPU time of two criteria is very large. This is because that the process of path selection by Criterion 1 is based on the iteration.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated criteria of path selection for path delay testing. For two typical criteria , we experimentally showed the features of paths selected with each criterion, with respect to fault coverage of other delay fault mo dels. From our experiments, we observed that test patterns for the longest paths selected with Criterion 1 would not cover many other faults such as gate delay faults or segment delay faults. Also we found that testing paths selected with Criterion 2 would cover most of other models of faults as well as path delay faults of the longest paths in the circuit. 
